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<wsdl:operation name="JobList">
<wsdl:documentation>
Returns the list of jobIDs referring to
all active jobs belonging to that user.
</wsdl:documentation>
<wsdl:input message="JobList" />
<wsdl:output message="JobListResponse">
<wsdl:documentation>A list of jobIDs.
</wsdl:documentation>
</wsdl:output>
<wsdl:fault name="authenticationFault"
message="Authentication_Fault">
<wsdl:documentation>
Thrown in case of authentication problems.
</wsdl:documentation>
</wsdl:fault>
<wsdl:fault name="authorizationFault"
message="Authorization_Fault">
<wsdl:documentation>
Thrown in case of authorization problems.
</wsdl:documentation>
</wsdl:fault>
<wsdl:fault name="genericFault"
message="Generic_Fault">
<wsdl:documentation>
Thrown if any other possible error occurs.
</wsdl:documentation>
</wsdl:fault>
</wsdl:operation>
...
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The stub contains all
method signatures and the
implementation of the
SOAP transport;
the developer have only needs
to focus o the ¨business¨ logic
simply by filling them in with
his/her code

User sends a
request for a
job operation
(submit/cancel/status...)

JnlManager has an
internal logic; e.g. if a
cancel immediately
follows a submit,
the submission
isn't executed
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Before every modification/insertion to the
“CMD cache”, Journal Manager logs the
changes to a binary journal file. It is read
to recover the cache status after a crash.
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A command has a
history status:
CREATED
QUEUED
PENDING
ERROR
SUCCESFULL
This history is dumped
into the journal file and
is used by CREAM after
a restart to know which
phase of command
execution has been
succesful before the
restart.
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Other possible
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glexec: mapping grid user
to local user

BATCH SYSTEM (LRMS)

Thanks to ICE (a gSOAP/C++ intermediate layer)
CREAM can receive job operations directly from a
Grid WMS (Resource Broker).
The ICE layer subscribes to the CEMon service in
order to asynchronously receive notifications about
job status changes.
In case some notifications are lost, ICE performs
synchronous status polling for jobs for which it hasn't
received status for some time. To maintain its
subscriptions ICE periodically checks them and
renews the expiring ones.
The status notification is sent by the component
named CEMon[itor]. It is a general purpose
notification framework working in synchronous and
asynchronous mode, that virtually supports any kind
of monitoring thanks to its plug-in architecture.
Everyone can develop a sensor using CEMon's APIs,
to be hot-plugged into the CEMon service. CEMon
gets informations about job status from the CREAM
data persistency backend through JNDI APIs.
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All communication with CREAM/CEMon in any
direction is authenticated using SSL/TLS
techonology modified to support the grid proxies
and implemented in the TrustManager running in the
Tomcat container.
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Here is a fragment of the WSDL describing the service:

TrustManager extracts the
user's DN, VO and other
metadata from the user proxy
certificate and forwards
them to CREAM

CREAM Main
service

The CREAM interface is well-defined using the Web
Service Description Language (WSDL); anyone can
generate his/her CREAM client by simply filling in the
stub code generated by WSDL parser (gSOAP for
C/C++, Axis for Java, Perl module for perl).
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Manual and automatic proxy delegation
Job Cancellation
Job Info with configurable level of verbosity and filtering based on
submission time and/or job status
Job List
Job Suspension and Resume
GSI based authentication
VOMS based authorization
Job Purge for terminated jobs

SOAP protocol

Direct
submission
using a C++
or Java
Command Line
Interface

CREAM API

Stub code
generators

possibility of direct staging of input sandbox files
GLITE WMS JDL compliance (with CREAM-specific extensions)
support for batch and MPI jobs
support for bulk jobs being integrated

WMS
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A lightweight service that implements all
the operations at the Computing Element
(CE) level; its well-defined WebServicebased interface and its implementation as
an extension of the Java-Axis servlet
(running inside the Apache Tomcat
container) provide interoperability with
clients written in any programming
language and running on any computer
platform.
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Computing Resource Execution And
Management service

http://grid.pd.infn.it/cream/field.php
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